
Help for registration to the Students’ Scientific Association (SSA) 

conference on the SSA website

Important:
1. During uploading the data there is no possbility to save a partial

state

2. Formal requirements for the abstract: maximal length including
spaces is 2200 character. Charts, figures and tables are not
permitted.

3. Deadline for upload: 23:59 hour of 21th of January, 2018.

4. It is NOT possible to change the abstract (summary) and title, after
submission the uploaded data can NOT be changed!



Registration to the local SSA conference of 2018 must be made here:

https://oetdk.unideb.hu/user/conference/registration

Starting the website leads to the following message:

Önnek nincs jogosultsága az oldal megtekintéséhez! (see here):

You must click on the BEJELENTKEZÉS icon in the upper right corner

where you must enter with the NEPTUN data of the first author:

https://oetdk.unideb.hu/user/conference/registration


Data of the authors must be filled out. 

In case of a second author at the bottom of the

page clicking the button +Előadó/lecturer can be 

used.

Third author is not permitted according to the rules

as the number of both the authors and supervisors

is set to the maximum of 2.

Take care to check and fill out all 5 menus!!!!



At the presentation data you must give the title and the

language of the presentation. The abstract (summary) can be 

maximum 2200 character long including spaces and can NOT 

contain figures, charts, tables. Special characters can be 

included by clicking the Ω icon.

The title should NOT be placed here!!!!



You have to select the preferred sections most 

appropriate for your presentation. 

You must select 3 different ones. If the number of 

the lectures does not reach the limit to start a 

section, some sections can be merged. If too many

students submit presentations to a section, your

lecture can be placed to the secondly or thirdly

preferred section according to the decision of the

council of SSA.



Fill out the data regarding the 

supervisors. In case of a second 

supervisor use the +Témavezető/Thesis 

supervisor button at the end of the 

page.



Any requests can be given in the Megjegyzések és 

beküldés / Comments and submission menu.

It is NOT possible to change the abstract (summary) and 

title, after submission the uploaded data can NOT be 

changed!

The submission process can be completed by pressing 

the Beküldés/submit button, after which the submitted

data can NOT be changed!!!!

The success of the process will be sent to the given e-

mail address of the first author.


